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Born in October 1952, Liu Yazhou is currently the political commissar
1
 of 

China’s National Defense University, the premier military and defense 

research and teaching institute in China.  He is a three star general of the 

Air Force, the highest rank a career military officer in China can attain. He 

has risen through the ranks, from a foot solider to general. His previous 

military positions include platoon leader, vice company leader, staff 

officer in the Office of China’s Central Military Commission, army 

division political commissar, the director of the political division of the 

Beijing Military Region’s Air Force, the political commissar of the 

Chengdu Military Region's Air Force, and the deputy political commissar 

of China’s Air Force 

Liu Yazhou graduated with an English degree from Wuhan University.  

He has written novels and essays to both acclaim and controversy. He 

wrote profusely on China’s first peasant rebellion, mystery,  the Civil War 

of China from 1947-1949, Taiwan, the Middle East, and international 

issues. In 1980s and 1990s he was one of the most well-known writers in 

China. Since the 1990s after he went to work at the Central Military 

Commission his writing took a turn from the literary subjects to political 

and strategic issues. Though none of the writings were officially published, 

they are circulating widely in the society through private printing and 

online. Three of these essays were translated into English. They are “The 

Voice of A Fifth Generation Leader: Lieutenant General Liu Yazhou on 

Sino-American Relations, “War Against Taiwan, A Strategic Evaluation 

by Lieutenant General Liu Yazhou and “The Dilemmas and Prospects of 

China’s Military Modernization and Air Power Strategy, the Views of 

Lieutenant General Liu Yazhou” The Chinese Law and Government, A 

Journal of Translations (M. E. Sharpe, Inc.) published those articles in 

2007 and 2008 respectively.
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Liu has also traveled much internationally, including serving as a 

visiting professor at Stanford University in the 1980s. Liu is married with 

one son, and the Liu family lives in Beijing.   
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Editor’s Note (EN):  Political Commissar is a high ranking officer starting from 

the level of a regiment (團) all the way to the regional military command (大軍

區).  This position, ostensibly in charge of its strategic ideology, enjoys the same 

status, if not higher, as the commander-in-chief of a military unit.  
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EN:  Please refer to EN Note 2 from Editors’ Introduction. 


